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The identity of First-Generation Muslim Americans is complex and deserves to 

be represented in mass media, and in particular, in advertising.  This cultural report will 

discuss tangible strategies for advertisers to use in order to understand and target the 

First-Gen Muslims. Many fail to see the complexity to their identity and rather base 

their commercials off of stereotypes and assumptions. The research I have done for 

understanding the First-Gen American Muslim consumer unpacks the intricate audience

that many have failed to acknowledge. Focusing on 16-25 year-olds within the 

demographic, this report includes information that spans different aspects of their lives 

and how they interact with the world. Ultimately, this research is important because 

representation for First-Gen Muslims acknowledges their existence and helps empower 

the roles they fill in our society. And, if the ethos of fair representation isn't enough of a 

reason for advertisers to care, the purchasing power of Muslims in the U.S is around 

$170 billion. By neglecting a large audience who are willing to spend money, 

advertisers have a missed opportunity.

In a study conducted by Pew Research Center, it is estimated that are 3.45 

million Muslims in America, making up 1.1% of the total population. Although many 
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Muslim Americans were born abroad, First-Gen Muslims in America are more likely to 

be born in the U.S. than abroad (64% to 52%) (Diament et al). Furthermore, the Pew 

Research Center has found that First-Gen Muslims come from multiple backgrounds 

and in particular, “40% of First-Gen Muslims identify as white (including Arabs and 

people of Middle Eastern ancestry), 29% as Asian (including people of Pakistani or 

Indian descent), 17% as black and 11% as Hispanic” (Diamant et. al). Spanning various 

ethnicities and with many First-Gen Muslims being first-generation Americans, they 

often are balancing their faith, culture and American identity. The different hats they 

wear leads to a complex sense of self, with each aspect of their identity playing into 

who they are and what they value. As Islam plays a large role in many of their lives, 

purchasing decisions are constantly impacted by their Muslim values. Rather than being

just a religion, Islam is often a way of life. Many First-Gen American Muslims eat only 

halal (religiously permissible/prepared) meat, avoid alcohol, and adhere to modest 

fashion. However, it’s also important to recognize that not all First-Gen American 

Muslims are strict followers of the faith. Rather, Islam can be more of a cultural aspect 

that was passed down through their parents. Although there is a vast ethnicity difference

between First-Gen American Muslims, solely being Muslim and understanding the 

expectations of the religion is often a unifier. Furthermore, understanding the culture 

they stem from as well as their experiences as first-generation Americans is a crucial 

component to being a First-Gen American Muslims. So, in turn, many may drink, eat 

pork and dress like any other American would. However, Islam is still a crucial part to 

their identity even if they don’t follow all the rules. Ultimately, Islam for many First-

Gen Muslims intertwines culture and faith. Balancing both worlds of culture and faith is
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a complex identity transformation that many First-Gen Muslims face that I hope to 

address in this playbook.

This playbook is split into two categories. First a deep dive into who First-

Generation Muslims are and what makes them unique as a demographic. Second, a look

at diversity as a whole in the advertising industry and accounts from First-Generation 

American Muslims who are championing in the industry.  It will also discuss tangible 

strategies for advertisers to use in order to understand and target the First-Gen Muslims.

Many fail to see the complexity to their identity and rather base their commercials off of

stereotypes and assumptions. For example, MAC Cosmetics came out with a makeup 

campaign targeted at First-Gen Muslims that was all about getting glam before starting 

their fast during the holy month of Ramadan. However, if they were aware of the 

realities First-Gen Muslims in America face, they would know that when Muslims get 

up at sunrise to eat before they fast, they’re half-asleep at home eating leftovers. It’s 

simply not the time to get “glammed up.” Because of this, many were disappointed in 

how incredibly off base the message was and it became more of a mockery. 

Unfortunately, this isn’t the first time this happened. 

The research I have done for understanding the First-Gen American Muslim 

consumer unpacks the intricate audience that many have failed to acknowledge. 

Focusing on 16-25 year-olds within the demographic, this report includes information 

that spans different aspects of their lives and how they interact with the world. 

Ultimately, this research is important because representation for First-Gen Muslims 

acknowledges their existence and helps empower the roles they fill in our society. And, 
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if the ethos of fair representation isn’t enough of a reason for advertisers to care, the 

purchasing power of Muslims in the U.S is around $170 billion. By neglecting a large 

audience who are willing to spend money, advertisers have a missed opportunity. 

. 
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Chapter 1: The Current Landscape and Contributions 

Whenever I look at photos in a magazine, turn on the TV to see an 

advertisement, or read an article, a part of me is secretly hoping to see myself reflected 

back in mainstream media. I think it’s safe to say that we all want to relate to the bigger 

picture and see accurate representations of ourselves in the world around us. For some, 

we find strength in a commercial encouraging gay marriage. For others, when reading 

an article about victims of sexual assault being supported against wealthy and powerful 

perpetrators, we feel inspired. For me? I keep searching for that moment of 

empowerment. 

Now, don’t get me wrong. I have been proud of the advancements our nation, 

and in turn, our media has been taking toward supporting social and ethnic minorities 

lately. But as a first generation Muslim American, I’m still restless. It seems more so 

than before, every representation reflected back at me in the media tells me what I’m 

not. I often come upon the same themes: Muslim-Americans are not patriotic, they are 

not our friend, they are not beautiful, and they are not one of “us”. Growing up as a 

millennial in a post-9/11 world, I slowly but surely internalized this information as fact 

because it was present all around me. I led my life with the belief that I was, and always

will be, inherently inferior to my white peers. My faith was a flaw - a social construct 

completely shaped by fear of the majority and legitimized by different media outlets. 

Additionally, as a child of immigrants, there was an unspoken agreement that we owe 

this country for providing our family opportunities that the motherland couldn’t. The 

identity of First-Gen Muslims is complex and deserves to be represented in mass media,

and in particular, in advertising. 



Although there has been research done by the First-Gen Muslim consumer in the

United States, very few resources go in-depth about their experiences and understanding

their consumer trends as a demographic. Mainly, because they make up such a wide 

array of ethnicities and backgrounds with the common link of Islam so it’s difficult to 

find a golden thread. A lot of research has been extensively done about diversity in 

advertising and many case studies have found that diversity in the Advertising industry 

is clearly not present. This disparity in the industry is detrimental to business. It has 

been found that “there is a direct correlation between diversity in the leadership of large

companies and two measures of financial outperformance — profitability and value 

creation (measured as economic profit margin).” (Duggan) In a case study looking at 

Sephora branding that ventured away from using the traditional model and instead 

included many models of color, their sales skyrocketed. According to a study conducted

by NewsCred Insights, 88% agree that “Using more diverse images helps a brand’s 

reputation. (Walker). However, only 33.9% have actually used diverse images for their 

brands (Walker). Another prime example of a company that was successful with 

representation was Fenty Beauty. In the first month of it’s launch, the brand saw $72 

million in earned media value,  and over 132 million views on YouTube. (Walker). 

Surprisingly to advertisers, Fenty Beauty’s darkest and lightest shades sold out 

instantly. 

Specifically looking at First-Gen Muslims and casting Muslims in 

advertisements, Nafsia Bakar, an acclaimed journalist, has created 4 question 

guidebooks for advertisers to consider. Her four recommendations are:

1. Do you understand the context?
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2. What is your purpose?

3. Does your representation follow through?

4. Is there ownership in any form by those you seek to represent? (Bakkar)

With all the ads that Bakar analyzed, she found that Muslims were often the sidekicks, 

just placed for the diversity card, or simply just didn’t make sense in the roles they were

casted in. Ultimately, she claims “Just casting Muslims – whether in ads or on magazine

covers – will never lead to real inclusivity. All of the aforementioned issues could in 

part be solved by ensuring agencies and advertisers are made up of and working with 

those they seek to engage with and represent” (Bakkar). The need for hiring Muslims in 

Advertising is crucial to bridge the gap. 

In a separate article for AdAge, a popular Advertising trade magazine, Bakkar 

speaks to the fact that “representation of Muslims ping pongs between fitting a 

stereotype or breaking one, not the middle ground where most of us are.” Bakkar calls 

this the “Muslim aesthetic” (Bakkar) that attempts to overly express how “normal” 

Muslims are. She gives the example of how Vogue Arabia placed Gigi Hadid, a famous 

white American model, in a headscarf and portrayed her as Muslims. This is 

comparable to placing a thin model in a fat-suit and claiming she is plus-sized. Rather 

than seeking out Muslim models, brands are using white women to portray different 

minorities. At the end of the day brands need to understand how to connect with a 

Muslim audience. 

A common trend that’s appeared in all of the literature I’ve read about 

advertising to Muslims is that it’s not being done properly because advertisers are 
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failing to connect with this particular audience. Some have suggested hiring Muslims in 

the industry, which is a piece to the puzzle, but by no means does it solve the larger 

issue. Part of being a superb advertiser and reaching all individuals is empathizing with 

people of different backgrounds than yours. The problem here is clear when it comes to 

engaging with Muslim consumers: Brands are struggling to understand the complicated 

identities that many American Muslims grapple with. They need a breakdown of their 

life experiences to empathetically tell creative stories relating to them and they need to 

hire Muslims in their field.
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Chapter 2: Goals

To alleviate the lack of Muslim representation, an initial obvious solution would

be for agencies to hire Muslims throughout different specialties. However, part of being

a great strategist, art director, account manager, copywriter – or any other roles that are 

in the industry – is being empathetic. Understanding different walks of life and the 

experiences of various consumers.  The goal of this playbook is to create a resource to 

invoke empathic thinking. When wanting to learn more about a Muslim consumer-base,

this playbook will be readily available to receive accurate and representative 

information. Simply put, the main goal of this portfolio piece is to create an open 

resource that gives a glimpse into the complex identities many First-Gen American 

Muslims interact with daily. This thesis will tackle the sheer lack of understanding 

about the experiences of First-Gen American Muslims and instead give a window into 

different sectors of their lives. It is imperative to note that there are many components to

their complex identity. So, even though this report is comprehensive, the most 

invaluable resource is working directly with a First-Gen American Muslim and building

a personal bridge of understanding. 
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Chapter 3: Playbook Overview

In this report, readers will find a clear breakdown of the First-Gen American 

Muslim demographic and how their culture, religion and American identity function 

together. From their ethnicity breakdowns, their spending power, major geographic 

locations, and their vulnerable identity patterns that influence their life - this playbook 

will provide a launching pad for brands interested in engaging with American Muslims. 

The six main concepts that provided most relevance with brand interactions were: The 

Ummah, Ramadan, Food, Dating and Marriage, Fashion and Beauty and lastly, 

Influential Figures.
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Chapter 4: Narrative and Aesthetics

This playbook is written to be engaging and light-hearted to tell unique stories 

of a demographic that is often seen as submissive, harsh and alien. Each touchpoint 

works to demolish misconceptions and includes unique narratives from an array of 

First-Gen American Muslims. Many of the researched insights are backed by personal 

stories and anecdotes that humanize the data and make the information relevant. 

Additionally, the visual aesthetics of this report is geared toward creating a more

accurate representation of First-Gen American Muslims. A lively, intelligent, and bold 

group of individuals deserves a platform that reflects those values. They, too, enjoy The

Advertising industry, time and time again, and are failing to reach Muslims, and my 

thesis will help break down the realities that are essential to understand for diverse 

representation. As a First-Gen American Muslim myself, I have the ability to navigate a

sensitive topic like representation and have the experiences to inject my own insight 

alongside the research.
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Chapter 5: Research and Methodologies

To collect and interpret data for this report, I used both qualitative and 

quantitative data. Quantitative data was collected from survey research of this 

demographic in different regions by university institutions and credible institutions - 

such as the Pew Research Center. To explore the narrative the data was representing, I 

interviewed a handful of First-Gen American Muslims from different backgrounds. To 

qualify, I interviewed children of immigrants aged 16-30 and who identify as Muslims. 

One of the key links to ensuring Islam is represented fairly and accurately in advertising

and mass media is having First-Gen Muslims in the advertising industry. Ideally a part 

of the job description of industry professionals is using empathy to create representative

campaigns, but it just hasn’t happened yet for First-Gen Muslims. Of 582,000 

Americans working in Advertising only 6.6% are black or African American, 5.7% are 

Asian and 10.5% are Hispanic (Grillo). Even fewer are Muslim. Simply put, with this 

stark disparity, the industry is failing to cater to minority audiences. Because of this, 

Muslims are needed in advertising to ensure campaigns are effectively targeting First-

Gen Muslims. I interviewed individuals who fit the identity requirements but also work 

in the Advertising Industry. We discussed a wide array of topics including 

representation in the field of advertising, how their identities come to play in the 

workplace and the impact their role has at work. Furthermore, they provided unique 

insights they have about First-Gen Muslims and how to engage with them on an 

emotional level. Receiving this perspective from Advertising professionals helped shape

this report in a way that will best add value to the field. 
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Chapter 6: Main Takeaways and Findings

From both the primary and secondary research I conducted, I came out with six 

main insights that can help brands and marketers understand First-Gen Muslim 

Americans on a personal and relatable level. The six takeaways are: 

1. Islam in America is heavily associated with different motherland cultures. The 

lines between cultural and religious expectations are often blurry for many First-

Gen American Muslims. 

2. The key to understanding First-Gen American Muslims in the United States is 

breaking down the nuances and limits they test within their faith.

3. A fundamental truth of First-Gen American Muslims is they see themselves as 

American first - interested in the same things as their peers - but, with added 

layers to their identity. 

4. Brands that seek to engage with First-Gen Muslims in America need to tap into 

the community value. This is a very different approach than the known 

individualistic spirit of American consumerism. 

5. Many First-Gen Muslims see themselves as masters of finesse. They hop 

between identities, understand different expectations and still survive - and even 

thrive in America.

6. Albeit obvious, engaging with First-Gen Muslims means understanding their 

story on a concrete level. The most impactful, accurate and somewhat easy way 

to do this is to create spaces for Muslims in advertising agencies and marketing 

teams. 
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These main findings are unique to this culture report because it provides creative 

solutions to engage with a demographic that brands have continually struggled to do 

effectively in the United States. Although previous reports have looked into the 

different parts of what makes up a First-Gen Muslim American, this is the first report to

explore the intersections of identities and its impact on the sense of self. Islam’s 

association with the motherland culture is a crucial component to the identity of the 

target demographic, yet, no research has taken the time to articulate the balancing act 

and significance of these different parts of the Muslim consumer. 
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Accompanying Documents
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